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pipes providing an

accompaniment to the

accordion rather than

the other way around

before they finally

take off into a

variation that ups the

tempo and turns the

music into almost a

French valse.

Elsewhere the

accordion and pipes

vie with each other in

counterpoint.

The CD is

quite an adventure

through different

emotions, musical

styles and repertoire. The latter is eclectic. It includes some tunes that fit into two

different piping traditions, from Corrette and Chedeville, composers well known

for their love of the musette de cour,  and from the Scottish and Northumbrian

repertory. But pieces are brought in from the much wider baroque repertory -

from Handel, Purcell, Zipoli, and Telemann, as well as from Flemish manuscript

sources. There are a couple of modern tunes, too, from the US and Flanders.

And most unusually there's an arrangement of a Pauline Viardot piece, a

beautifully meandering minor key piece that provides a nice subdued moment

between more extrovert pieces. That was supremely unexpected. (Viardot is well

worth the trouble of investigating; she took piano lessons with Liszt, played duets

with Chopin, was an internationally renowned soprano, and wrote five 'salon

operas' as well as numerous songs.)

Emotionally, the disc runs the gamut from tragedy in Handel's Sarabande

through to the raucous humour of 'Arrival of the Queen of Samba'; there are

moments of ponderous solemnity ('Trilt den Boer') and stately sadness (a Purcell

rondeau), contrasted with almost circus-like bizarreness in Telemann's 'Froesche

und Kraehen' and Chedeville's comic Singes verts. ("Frogs, crows, and green

monkeys" wouldn't be a bad tune title, now I come to think of it.)

Stylistically, though the baroque/trad mix predominates, there's an almost

tangoesque improvisation at the start of l'ordre thérésien, and even hints of

jitterbug and jazz in the final Scottish swing. I particularly enjoyed the full-on




